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human knowledge foundations and limits - fideisms judaism is the semitic monotheistic fideist religion based on the old
testament s 1000 600 bce rules for the worship of yahweh by his chosen people the children of abraham s son isaac c1800
bce zoroastrianism is the persian monotheistic fideist religion founded by zarathustra c628 c551 bce and which teaches that
good must be chosen over evil in order to achieve salvation, the stupid things people say to those with cancer their there are always eyebrow raising things people say to those with cancer and or their families maybe not everyone would
find each of the comments listed below to be offensive but they ve been submitted by readers as ones they wish they hadn t
heard i like to revisit this topic every so often to allow people to post comments and add to the list, dealing with life s
challenges and difficulties - w e all come across various difficulties in our lives however not all of us handle them as
effectively as we should as strategies for getting through life s problems are rarely formally learned we are constrained to
use trial and error sometimes leading to sub optimal results, why atheists lose debates common sense atheism examples of actual debates would be enormously helpful pz myers often observes that even when atheists actually win
debates theists will claim that they themselves have won unless there s some formal judging there s no way to objectively
determine a winner, study suggests humans are slowly but surely losing - neurophysiology is at the infant stage while
eugenicists have claimed knowledge of good and bad genes for over a century so no it is children running amok with
matches in a oil refinery, types of abuse mental health depression anxiety - becoming aware of the forms that abuse can
take helps you to be better prepared to recognize such behavior as abusive once you are able to label abuse you can begin
to take steps necessary to stop it from happening or repeating verbal abuse occurs when one person uses words and body
language to, the parable of the talents slate star codex - your language might be confounding your brains example
finding mechanism since people who use the phrase mentally ill probably sees it as an illness and therefore out of the
sufferer s control and therefore not a willpower issue, i m frustrated by my office s constant nerf gun battles - a reader
writes i d love to know your take on what seems to be a ubiquitous addition to every startup the arsenal of nerf guns and
ammo about two months ago one of our c levels invested in a large number of nerf guns and several packs of darts and now
they re becoming flat out office supplies with new orders coming in regularly, did muhammad rape safiyah alisina org sickness may surround you so you may one day realize how evil you thought and wrote then may allah guide you but if you
think you will not change and are sure that you are blind and deaf from your heart then i promise to meet you on the you will
die and i further promise that allah has forwarded your file to me and i will further punish you in hell, helen keller the story
of my life chapter iii education - the story of my life helen keller part iii a supplementary account of helen keller s life and
education including passages from the reports and letters of her teacher anne mansfield sullivan by john albert macy
chapter iii, links 9 15 linkua franca slate star codex - while i think he overstates the case a bit i think he s trying to dispel a
common myth that plate armor was ridiculously heavy and impractical as if it were just a toy for cowardly aristocrats who
didn t have to actually move, narcissistic insult when reality shatters illusion dr - sometimes reality challenges the
grandiose self image narcissists have and when a narcissitic wound is deep and the reality behind it too self evident to deny
the consequences to those made to take the blame for failure can be profound, what should i do when my old dog starts
peeing in the house - here are 12 other things you can do too note some of the links below are affiliate links which means
that we get a few pennies if you make a purchase to help support this blog and we really really appreciate it 1 get some dog
diapers invest in doggie diapers or a wrap if you have a male dog, tg politics containment thread high lords of terra - the
old thread went over 500 posts find it here 353250 you know how this goes if you want to talk about how tg games are being
ruined by out of game politics you talk about it here instead of makin a thread of its own on the subject, i love them the
most when they re sleeping - yoohoo houston it s me bethany yep we have a problem there s a teenager in the house
waldorf is now 13 and because overwhelmingly the response to an article i wrote for whattoexpect com was read
masterminds and wingman by rosalind wiseman i bought the book and have been reading it i think i m not supposed to ask
my teenage son direct questions, how to save western civilization return of kings - the problems i mentioned above
would take thousands of local and federal laws to address individually and it would meet intense opposition from globalists
who would fund the sort of antifascist protests and deep state interference that we have seen thwarting donald trump,
exotic sidearms atomic rockets - kevyn but i have something special in mind for you it s a difference tone stunner schlock
lets hear your sales pitch commander kevyn well it projects two parallel unidirectional high amplitude vhf audio streams with
slightly differing frequencies when those streams intersect a target a high amplitude difference tone is generated in the body

of the target
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